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Diurnal/semidiurnal polar motion excited by oceanic 
tidal angular momentum 

B. F. Chao, 1 R. D. Ray, 2 J. M. Gipson, 3 G. D. Egbert, 4 and C. Ma I 

Abstract. The axial component of the oceanic tidal angular momentum (OTAM) has been 
demonstrated to be responsible for most of the diurnal and semidiurnal variations in Earth's 
rotational rate. In this paper we study the equatorial components of OTAM and their 
corresponding effects on the orientation of Earth's rotational axis, or polar motion. Three 
ocean tide models derived from TOPEX/Poseidon satellite altimetry are employed to predict 
the polar motion excited by eight major diurnal/semidiurnal tides (Q1, O1, P1, K1, N2, M2, $2, 
K2). The predictions are compared with geodetic measurements of polar motion from both 
long-term observations and during the intensive campaign Cont94. The prograde diurnal and 
prograde and retrograde semidiurnal periods are treated, whereas the retrograde diurnal polar 
motion is not treated (because it cannot be observed directly and uniquely.) The comparison 
shows generally good agreement, with discrepancies typically within 10-30 micro-arc- 
seconds for the largest tides. The eight fides collectively explain nearly 60% of the total 
variance in subdaily polar motion during Cont94. This establishes the dominant role of 
OTAM in exciting the diurnal/semidiurnal polar motion and paves the way for detailed 
studies of short-period nontidal polar motion. The present accuracy, however, is inadequate 
to shed light on the prograde diurnal polar libration. 

Introduction 

Earth's rotation varies slightly with time due to geophysical 
processes that involve mass movement on or within the Earth. 
We say that these geophysical processes "excite" Earth 
rotational variations, which manifest themselves as changes in 
both the rotational speed and the rotational axis orientation. The 
scalar variation in the rotational speed is usually expressed in 
terms of the time derivative of the universal time UT1 (or often 
the length-of-day if the variation in question is longer than a 
day). The vectorial variation in the rotational axis orientation 
relative to the terrestrial reference frame is known as the polar 
motion. 

One important excitation source is the luni-solar tides, as 
they influence Earth's rotation in a variety of ways [e.g., 
Lambeck, 1980]. The one under consideration here is the 
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excitation via the conservation of angular momentum by the 
ocean tides. Two mechanisms are involved in this excitation 

process [e.g., Munk and MacDonald, 1960]: (1) tidal 
deformation in the form of tidal height variation that changes 
Earth's inertia tensor (referred to as the "mass" term); and (2) 
tidal motion represented by tidal current that evokes angular 
momentum relative to the solid Earth as a whole (referred to as 
the "motion" term). Connected by the conservation of mass, 
they are collectively called the oceanic tidal angular momentum 
(OTAM). In the presence of OTAM the conservation of the 
total angular momentum of the solid Earth-ocean system 
dictates changes in the solid Earth' s rotation. 

This paper compares the polar motion observed by the space 
geodetic techniques of very-long-baseline interferometry 
(VLBI) and satellite laser ranging (SLR), with model 
predictions of diurnal and semidiurnal OTAM derived from the 
TOPEX/Poseidon altimetry data [e.g., Fu et al., 1994; Le 
Provost et al., 1995]. At any given periodicity (such as tidal) 
the polar motion can be decomposed into the prograde and 
retrograde components (or "wobbles") [Munk and Mac- 
Donald, 1960]. Here we treat both components at the diurnal 
and semidiurnal periods, except the retrograde diurnal polar 
motion for which, for reasons described below, only the tide 
model predictions will be presented. In addition, results for 
UT1 that are updated fxom Chao et al. [1995] will be presented 
for comparison. 
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Polar Motion Excitation Dynamics 

Both kinematic and dynamic complications set the polar 
motion problem apart from the UT1 problem. Kinematically, 
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UT1 is a scalar quantity and all observers agree on its value 
independent of the reference frame. The rotational axis 
orientation, however, is a reference frame-dependent vectorial 
quantity: While methods that are sensitive to absolute rotation 
(such as those based on gravimetry or gyroscopic principles) 
can potentially make direct measurement of the "true" polar 
motion [Chao, 1991 ], present precise measurements of Earth 
rotation have been solely obtained from space geodetic 
techniques which measure the relative rotation. The space 
geodetic techniques do not determine the polar motion 
uniquely; instead, they observe the orientation of the celestial 
ephemeris pole [e.g., Eubanks, 1993; Sovers et al., 1993; 
Herring and Dong, 1994]. As a result, the retrograde polar 
motion at the diurnal tidal periods is observationally aliased 
with and hence inseparable from the corresponding nutations. 
These terms are relatively large as they include the nutations 
driven by the external tidal torques and the polar motion 
resulting from the large solid Earth fides. 

Dynamically, in contrast to the simple system function for 
UT1 excitation, the polar motion system function can be 
characterized by a linear oscillatory system with two distinct 
natural frequencies of resonance: the prograde Chandler 
wobble with a period of about 434 days, and the retrograde free 
core nutation (FCN) of the fluid core manifesting as a 
retrograde nearly diurnal free wobble with frequency 
-(1+1/430) cycle per sidereal day (cpsd) in the terrestrial 
frame [e.g., Herring et al., 1986; Merriam, 1994]. In the 
retrograde diurnal band the near-resonance effect is very 
sensitive to the FCN period and Q [e.g., Wahr, 1981] 
(especially for components closest to FCN period such as K1), 
so that detailed knowledge about the OTAM excitation of polar 
motion and nutation can in principle provide useful constraints 
on nutation models and the determination of FCN period and Q. 

For the above two reasons, we shall not treat the retrograde 
diurnal polar motions per se in this paper but will only present 
the tide-height and current model predictions in this case. 

The equation of motion for polar motion can be derived from 
the Liouville equation based on the conservation of angular 
momentum [Munk and MacDonald, 1960]. Written in the 
frequency (to) domain, it is [Sasao and Wahr, 1981 ] 

p(6o) = 1.124 h(to) c(tø) tøo + 0.772 
Aa> o Aa> o 

(D O 

•cw - (• 

6.17x 10 '4 h(6o) c(60)60o + 0.0734 
Ato o Ato o 

{D O 
ß (1) 

fit)fc n - O0 

where A is the Earth's equatorial moment of inertia, o) o is the 
mean angular rate of rotation, tOcw is the positive Chandler 
angular frequency corresponding to prograde 434.45 sidereal 
days with a Q of 170 adopted from Wilson and Vicente [1990] 
(but see Furuya and Chao [1996]), and (.Ofca is the negative 
FCN angular frequency at -1.00232 cpsd, corresponding to 
retrograde 23.88 hours. 

The complex-valued pole location p is given in radians; its 
real part is the x component along the Greenwich meridian, and 
its imaginary part is the y component along the 90øE longitude, 

in a right-handed terrestrial coordinate system. Its physical 
excitation consists of (1) the mass term: the complex-valued 
quantity c whose real and imaginary parts are the variation in 
the xz and yz components of the Earth's inertia tensor due to the 
mass redistribution; (2) the motion term: the complex-valued 
relative angular momentum h whose real and imaginary parts 
are simply the x and y components of the relative angular 
momentum. Here cto o and h collectively represent the oceanic 
tidal angular momentum (OTAM). When normalized against 
A to o as expressed in equation (1), they represent the 
(dimensionless) excitation for the polar motion. 

The first term in (1) arises from the Chandler wobble 
resonance. The numerical factors are the transfer functions 

[Munk and MacDonald, 1960] accounting for Earth's elastic 
yielding effect and the decoupling of the fluid core from the 
mantle. The second term arises from the FCN resonance. 

Except in the retrograde diurnal band near the resonance, its 
transfer functions are much smaller than their Chandler 

counterpart (especially for the motion term), so that the FCN 
term generally contributes much less to the polar motion 
excitation than the Chandler term, and possible errors in the 
FCN transfer functions become numerically unimportant. 

The mass term c in OTAM arises from the tidal height, 
whereas the motion term h arises from the tidal current: 

c<t)= -a4 p f f ocean ;(•,t)sinOcosOet•'d• (2a) 

h<t) =-aSpf f o•ean [u<f•,t)cos0 + iv<fLt)lH(f•)ea'df•<2b) 
In these equations, a is Earth's mean radius; p = 1035 kg m '3 is 
the mean density of seawater; f• is an abbreviation for the 

element for the integral over the oceans. The tidal height 
relative to the seabed is (; u and v are the eastward and 
northward speed, respectively, of the tidal current assumed to 
be barotropic and hence uniform over the water column with 
depth H. These tidal variables are provided by tide models 
described in the next section. Thus our study of polar motion 
procxeds by simple application of the principle of conservation 
of angular momentum; the nature of the torques that give rise 
to this motion need not concern us here. 

Ocean Tide Convention and Models 

To evaluate c(t) and h(t) of equation (2) requires global 
models of ocean tidal height and current fields. As is traditional, 
these models are decomposed into a set of discrete frequency 
components, or constituents, thus enabling evaluation of c(to) 
and h(to) in (1). This paper considers in detail the eight major 
diurnal and semidiurnal tidal constituents listed in Table 1 (Q•, 
01, P•, K 1 , N 2 , 342 , S 2 , and Ka). Additional smaller fides are 
available from at least one of our analyses, and they may, in any 
event, be roughly inferred through admittance relationships 
[Munk and Cartwright, 1966]. 

This section discusses three global (or near-global) tide 
models and presents their implied estimates of polar motion 
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Table 1. Basic Properties of the Eight Major Diurnal and Semidiurnal Tides Studied in this Paper and the Free Core 
Nutation (FCN) 

Tide Period, Alias Period,* Doodson Argument** Potential,*** 

(Type) hours days •: s h p X cm 

Diurnal 

Q• (L. elliptic) 

O• (L. princ.) 

P• (S. princ.) 

K• (S/L declin.) 

FCN 

26.868 9.13 1 -2 0 1 -90 ø 5.02 

25.819 13.66 1 -1 0 0 -90 ø 26.22 

24.066 182.62 1 1 -2 0 -90 ø 12.20 

23.935 ,• 1 1 0 0 +90 ø 36.87 

'23.88 -430 - 

Semidiurnal 

N 2 (L. empti½) 

M 2 (L. princ.) 

S 2 (S. princ.) 

K 2 (S/L declin.) 

Tide types L: lunar; S: solar. 
* As observed in inertial space. 

12.658 9.13 2 -1 0 1 0 ø 12.10 

12.421 13.66 2 0 0 0 0 ø 63.19 

12.000 182.62 2 2 -2 0 0 ø 29.40 

11.967 o• 2 2 0 0 0 ø 7.99 

** Coeff•zients listed for the following angles: •:, mean lunar Greenwich time; s, mean longitude of Moon; h, mean longitude of Sun; 
p, mean longitude of lunar perigee. Note that if t is mean solar time, then '• = t- s + h. 

*** From Cartwright and Tayler [ 1971]. 

parameters. We begin, however, with a brief review of some 
tidal conventions; such a discussion appears warranted in so 
interdisciplinary a topic even though it will be well known to 
experts. 

Tidal Phase Conventions 

Along with the Kelvin-Darwin nomenclature for tidal 
constituents, Table 1 lists the tidal (cosine) arguments for the 
eight fides. These arguments imply use of standard phase 
conventions long used in oceanography [Doodson, 1921]. 
Unlike some other conventions, the Doodson arguments, when 
tabulated in numerical order, automatically classify the fides by 
species, group, and constituent, without overlap and in 
ascending order of frequency. (Recall that the classical 
definitions of a tidal species, group, and constituent are a set of 
tidal spectral lines whose first, first two, and first three 
Doodson numbers, respectively, are identical [Doodson, 1921; 
Munk and Cartwright, 1966]. Different species, groups, and 
constituents differ in frequency by at least 1 cycle/d, 1 
cycle/month, and 1 cycle/yr, respectively.) The additional 90 ø 
increments in the diurnal band stem from Doodson's use of 

cosine for all terms of (n+m) even but sine for (n+m) odd, 
where m is species number (1 for diurnal, 2 for semidiurnal) 
and n is the spherical harmonic degree of the tidal potential 
(n=2 for all tides listed here). Finally, K• is 180 ø offset, 
because its amplitude in the harmonic development of the tidal 
potential [Doodson, 1921; Cartwright and Tayler, 1971 ] is of 
opposite sign relative to the other three diurnals. Direct 
allowance for this in the tidal argument ensures that tidal phase 

lags properly reflect the ocean's physically similar response to 
forcing at nearby frequencies; see, for example, our Tables 5 
and 6 where phases vary smoothly across both the diurnal and 
semidiurnal bands. 

Not shown in Table 1, but evident in expansions such as that 
of Cartwright and Tayler [1971], are the many additional 
smaller spectral lines comprising each tidal constituent. For the 
eight constituents listed, these lines occur significantly in only 
lunar tides; they differ in the fifth Doodson number (not 
shown), denoting dependence on the longitude of the lunar 
node and thus differing in frequency from the fundamental line 
by one or two cycles in 18.6 years. These nodal modulations 
are particularly important for 0•, K•, and K 2. Obviously, they 
should be accounted for in any tidal analysis based on short 
time spans and in any tidal prediction. They have been 
rigorously accounted for in the ocean models discussed below. 
In VLBI and SLR analysis, authors have been inconsistent: 
some have and some have not allowed for them; fortunately, 
many of these space geodetic data sets are approaching two 
decades duration, so the neglect may not be so crucial. 

One method of allowing for nodal modulations is to adopt the 
"nodal factor" F and U, which vary periodically with the lunar 
node [Doodson and Warburg, 1941] and are thus sensibly 
constant over periods of a few months. Any tidal constituent 
with amplitude A and phase lag G can then be expressed as [A 
F(t) cos(lS'/(t) + Z + U(t) - G)], where 15 is a 4-vector of 
Doodson numbers and l(t) is a corresponding 4-vector of the 
astronomical variables in Table 1. This standard use of F and 

U assumes a constant tidal response for all lines within a 
constituent, which is sufficiently accurate for our purposes, 
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save one exception: retrograde diurnal lines near (.0fcn, where 
the resonance response in (1) violates this constant-admittance 
assumption. The above expression is followed in our tidal 
predictions of Figure 6 below, which does not include 
retrograde diurnal components. 

Model predictions of tidal variations in polar motion follow 
from equations (1) and (2). The tOcw and tOfc n values we adopt 
for (1) follow Gross [1993] in order to facilitate comparison. 
Our phase convention for prograde and retrograde motions 
follows Munk and MacDonald [ 1960, equation (6.7.5)], and 
is consistent with Gross [1993]. The complex polar motion, 
corresponding to p(to) of (1), is written as 

p(t) = A•, exp[ io•,+i{(t) ] + A r exp[ i•-i{(t) ] 

where {[}(t) is the tidal argument as given in Table 1, and 
subscripts p and r indicate prograde and retrograde, 
respectively. Tables 6 and 7 will be in terms of the amplitudes 

A• A r and phases ai,, e•. 

Ocean Tide Models 

The three ocean models adopted here are based on analysis 
of the TOPEX/Poseidon (henceforth T/P) satellite altimetry 
measurements. T/P, launched in 1992 into a circular orbit of 

66 ø inclination and 1336 km altitude, has generated a multiyear 
time series of open-ocean height measurements which, 
considering their near-global coverage, are of unprecedented 
accuracy, approximately 5 cmrms or less [Fu et al., 1994]. The 
mission benefits from several improvements in altimetric 
technology, including use of a two-channel altimeter to 
compensate for ionospheric path delay and, mostly notably, 
tracking systems that have yielded radial orbit ephemerides 
accurate to approximately 3 cm rms [Marshall et al., 1995]. A 
number of tidal analyses of T/P data have been carried out 
(several are described in the T/P special issue of Journal of 
Geophysical Research, 99 (C12), 1994) [see also Le Provost 
et al., 1995;Andersen et al., 1995]. The three models adopted 
here, although relying on essentially the same altimetric data 
sets, employ different methodologies and are therefore 
complementary. The models are those by Schrama and Ray 
[1994] (version 9405, hereinafter referred to as model A), Ray 
et fl. [1994b] (version 941230, hereinafter referred to as model 
B), and Egbert et fl. [1994] (version TPXO.2, hereinafter 
referred to as model C). Briefly, both models A and B consist 
of tidal heights derived through strictly empirical analyses of 
the alfirne•c data, with tidal currents subsequently deduced by 
dynamical relationships; model C results from a form of data 
assimilation that yields simultaneously global fields of tidal 
heights and currents. Other models for which the tidal currents 
are not explicitly provided cannot be used for OTAM 
calculation. 

For model A, Schrama and Ray [1994] applied simple 
harmonic fits to data captured in small bins coveting the ocean 
surface, the bin size being dictated by considerations of tidal 
aliasing. The four major constituents M 2, S 2, K 1 and O 1 were 
determined in the form of corrections to the Schwiderski [ 1980] 
model. As with all three models, allowance was made for the 

fact that satellite altimeters are sensitive only to the geocentric 
tide: the sum of the ocean tide, the body tide, and the radial load 
tide. For the latter two, purely elastic models were adopted. 

The tidal heights of model B were estimated with the 
response method [Munk and Cartwright, 1966], which 
determines the shape of the (complex) admittance across the 
diurnal and semidiurnal bands rather than the (complex) 
amplitudes of individual tidal constituents. The response 
method therefore yields essentially all major and minor fides 
within each band, although we use here only the eight 
constituents of Table 1. However, rather than quasi- 
independent analyses of binned data as in model A (and as in 
the Geosat investigation of Cartwright and Ray [ 1990] that did 
use the respons e method), model B expands each response 
weight as a series of special precomputed oceanic normal 
modes. This requires a large-scale global inversion (of 5300 
estimated coefficients in the present case), but it results in more 
physically realistic smoothing of the tidal maps, dependent on 
the • bathymetry through the normal modes. The additional 
atmospheric forcing at the S 2 frequency was accounted for 
according to Cartwright and Ray [1994]. 

Following Cartwright et fl. [ 1992], we estimate barotropic 
tidal currents for models A and B through hydrodynamical 
relationships with the height gradients. The method requires 
solving the following depth-averaged momentum equations (a 
modified form of Laplace's tidal equations) for u and v at each 
location at which current velocities are required: 

0 t U -fv = -(g/a) csc0 0z(• - •o - T) (3a) 

0 t V '!' f u = (g/a) 0o(t• - t• o - T) (3b) 

where g is the mean surface gravitational acceleration, f = 
2tOoCOS0 is the Coriolis parameter, •o is the "equilibrium" tide 
given by (1 +k2-h2)/g times the primary tidal potential, with the 
Love numbers k a and h 2 allowing for the elastic deformation of 
the body tide. The term T accounts for loading and self- 
attraction of the tide and is here computed through a high- 
degree spherical harmonic expansion (to degree 180) of the 
height field • [Hendershott, 1972]. 

F_xluations (3) contain no advection terms, no viscosity terms, 
in fact, no dissipative terms whatsoever. They are appropriate 
strictly to the deep ocean. This restriction is acceptable because 
even though shelf current velocities exceed deep-ocean 
velocities by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude, the small mass 
(shallow depth) associated with these currents implies that their 
angular momentum is of little importance (see below). Of 
course, in purely nmx•cal hydrodynamical models of the tides, 
careful handling of dissipative mechanisms in shallow seas is 
crucial; here these mechanisms are implicit in our adopted 
(measured) height fields. 

The right-hand sides of (3) are known once • is known. 
Velocity components u, v are then easily found, excepting at the 
critical latitudes sin'l(o•tOo), where f= to and the equations 
are indeterminate, in fact, are essentially singular (because of 
physical approximations and measurement errors in the fight- 
side terms). The critical latitudes for diurnal tides lie between 
26.45 ø (for Q1) and 30 ø (for K1); for semidiurnal fides they lie 
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between 70.94 o (for N 2) and 90 ø (for K2). As Cartwright et al. 
[1992] discuss, if u and v are decomposed into rotary cyclonic 
and anticyclonic components, it is only the anticyclonic 
components that are indeterminate at the critical latitudes 
(stemming physically from the possible existence of inertial 
currents of identical frequency); the cyclonic components may 
be evaluated as usual. Test calculations show that the 

anticyclonic velocity estimates become unstable within about 
5 ø of the critical latitudes. We have elected simply to 
interpolate the currents across the 10 ø gap. Less elementary 
approaches, invoking higher-order spatial gradients and Taylor 
series expansions, might overcome the critical latitude problem 
more accurately (G. W. Platzman, personal communication 
(1994), who points out an earlier discussion by Brillouin 
[1932]). We have not pursued this in any depth partly owing to 
the difficulties inherent in higher derivatives of measured 
(hence noisy) height fields. To our minds, assimilation methods 
hold more promise, and model C to which we now turn is an 
example. 

Model C is derived using a generalized inverse or 
assimilation approach with a shallow-water hydrodynamic 
model [Bennett, 1992; Egbert et al., •. 994]. Tidal height and 
current fields are found by minimizJ,•g the misfit to both sea 
level elevations observed by F/P and the classical 
hydrodynamical equations of Laplace, including the equation of 
continuity and appropriate boundary conditions. For the 
dynamical constraints, linearized shallow water dynamics are 
assumed, essentially as in (3), but with an additional dissipation 
term incorporated as a linear parameterization of bottom drag. 
A simple scalar correction (similar to that of Accad and 
Pekeris [1978]) is used to account for ocean self attraction and 
load tides. The model domain extends farther north and south 

than the T/P coverage (see below), and all shallow continental 
shelf areas connected to the open ocean were included, to the 
extent possible with the roughly 2/3 degree grid. Details, 
including the relative weighting of dynamics and data, and the 
computational approach, are described by Egbert et al. [ 1994]. 

Unlike the methods of models A and B, the inverse 

methodology of model C provides a formal mechanism for 
computing error covariances and hence for placing standard 
errors on Earth rotation parameters. Work is in progress to 

accomplish this. For now, we must rely on model differences as 
the best guide to errors. In fact, given the difficulties of properly 
defining realistic covariances, including in inverse-theoretical 
approaches, reliance on differences of independent models is 
not necessarily a hindrance. 

Nonetheless, the height fields of these models have been well 
studied. They have been compared among themselves and with 
other models, with in situ tide gauge and ocean bottom pressure 
measurements and with satellite altimeter measurements 

[Andersen et al., 1995; C. K. Shum et al., Accuracy assessment 
of recent ocean tide models, submitted to Journal of 
Geophysical Research, 1996]. The comparisons suggest that 
the model A heights may be slightly more accurate than those 
of models B and C, but the differences are small, and all three 
models are considerably more accurate than any pre-T/P global 
model. 

No detailed study of the current velocity fields has been 
undertaken. Yet we are confident that the model A currents are 

less accurate than those of model B or C, particularly in the 
diurnal band, because model A heights have more pronounced 
high-wavenumber noise (see the map of Schrarna and Ray 
[1994]), which is compounded bythe required spatial gradients 
of equation (3). The normal-mode and representer expansions 
of models B and C ensure that their heights are relatively 
smooth. In Table 2 we show a comparison of the model current 
velocities to reciprocal acoustic measurements in the Pacific 
Ocean byDushaw et al. [1995] and to a current meter mooring 
of Luther et al. [1991]. (The quoted uncertainties in the 
acoustic and mooring measurements are between 0.3 and 0.5 
mm s4.) Although this single comparison cannot replace a 
detailed global study, it does show that the model currents are 
sensibly realistic. A comparison between model C and tidal 
constants estimated using acoustic tomography data from the 
AMODE experiment in the Atlantic Ocean [Dushaw et al., 
1994] shows a similar level of agreement. There is also a 
suggestion that diurnal tides may be less accurate than 
semidiurnals. 

Models A and B originally extended across only those 
latitudes overflown byT/P: 66øS to 66øN. Model C, by relying 
on hydrodynamic modeling, covered a slightly larger range: 
80øS to 70øN. The three models are here supplemented in the 

Table 2. Eastward Barotropic Current Velocity at 40.6øN, 163.0øW 

Diurnal Tides Semidiurnal Tides 

Q, o, P, K, N2 M e $• K2 

Acoustic* 1, 64 ø 4, 101 o 2, 132 ø 8, 128 ø 1,191 o 13, 223 ø 5,272 ø 1,268 ø 

Current meter** 1,110 ø 5, 122 ø 3, 141 ø 7, 135 ø 2, 216 ø 13, 218 ø 5,280 ø 1,280 ø 

ModelA -- 7, 149 ø -- 9, 126 ø -- 13, 226 ø 8, 272 ø -- 

Model B 1,104 ø 6, 116 ø 4, 135 ø 11,135 ø 2, 225 ø 12, 216 ø 8, 265 ø 2, 263 ø 

Model C 1, 95 ø 5, 110 ø 2, 129 ø 7, 131 ø 2, 193 ø 14, 219 ø 6, 271ø 2, 275 ø 

Amplitudes in mms -1, Greenwich phase lags in degrees. Model A from Schrama and Ray [1994], model B from Ray et al. [ 1994b], 
and model C from Egbert et al. [ 1994]. 

* From Dushaw et al. [1995], representing an average across a 745 km path. 
** From Luther et al. [ 1991 ]. 
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polar regions with tidal heights adopted from Schwiderski 
[1980] model for model A, from the strictly hydrodynamic 
model of Le Provost et al. [1994] for model B, and with tidal 

heights and currents from the hydrodynamic model of Kowalik 
and Proshutinsky [1994] for model C (major fides only). The 
reason for three different supplemental models is merely due to 
convenience and model availability during the course of the 
work. In any event, the polar regions, being small and located 
in extreme high latitudes, are found to contribute little to the 
polar motion excitation. A detailed treatment of the Arctic 
Ocean, including the handling of mass conservation as it affects 
tidal UT1, is given by Ray et al. [1996]. 

In Table 3 we tabulate the complete OTAM for all three 
components for the eight fides of Table 1, broken down to the 
mass term (heigh0 and motion term (current) contributions. For 
space limitations we show only the results from model C. In a 
later section we list the vector totals of the polar motion excited 
by these OTAM for all models. For variations in UT1 the 
motion tenm from tidal currents dominate the mass terms from 

tidal heights [Baader et al., 1983; Ray et al., 1994a]. Table 3 
shows similar behavior for semidiurnal OTAM. The situation 

reverses for diurnal OTAM in x and y directions where the 
mass terms are generally, although not always, larger. 

Before leaving the topic of model results, we also use the 
OTAM integrals of model C to investigate the influence of 
shallow seas and to justify the neglect of shallow-sea currents 
in models A and B. Table 4 shows the x and y OTAM 
components for the M 2 tide of model C, with and without the 
shallow seas. As expected, the currents in shallow areas 
contribute an insignificant amount to OTAM. Such is not the 
case for the tidal heights, however. Tidal heights in shallow 
water can be quite large, and they contribute appreciably to the 
inertia tensor. Unfortunately, fides in these regions are also 

d,o,,,-,•,•, and axe not ,.,,'"t,,',-,,,•, vm'5'ing rapidly with ;ø* ... well 
mapped with altimetry. Shallow-water heights and deep-water 
currents are undoubtedly the primary sources of error in our 
tide-predicted polar motion. 

Data Comparison Results 
Polar Motion Data 

As in work by Chao etal. [1995] (hereinafter referred to as 
CRE95), two types of polar motion data will be employed in 
comparisons with tide models: "long-term" and "intensive". 
The primary long-term data are based on multiyear 
observations from various VLBI networks, typically with 24- 
hour observing sessions separated by gaps of a few days. 
Independent algorithms have been applied to these raw data by 
various research groups [Sovers etal., 1993; Gipson etal., 
1993; Herring and Dong, 1994; Gipson, 1996], resulting in 
spectral estimates of the diurnal/semidiurnal tidal parameters. 
Similar solutions from long-term SLR measurements to satellite 
LAGEOS are provided by R. Eanes (personal communication, 
1996), which represent updated values from Watkins and 
Eanes [1994]. These estimates for the eight major diurnal and 
semidiurnal tides are given in Tables 5-7. 

As for intensive observations of Earth rotation, there have 
been four VLBI special campaigns, each 1-2 weeks long: 
ERDE (October 15-31, 1989), Search92 (July 31 to August 9, 
1992), Cont94 (January 12-26, 1994), and Cont95 (August 23- 
28, 1995). Sampling intervals as short as 1 hour are achieved. 
As in CRE95, the present paper will focus on Cont94 [Gipson 
etal., 1994], because the formal errors during this intensive 
campaign were a factor of roughly 3 better than ERDE and a 
factor of 2 better than Search92. The formal errors during 
Cont95 are only slightly worse than those of Cont94, but the 
time span is shorter and the data processing is still preliminary 
at this writing. For the present purpose that focuses on subdaily 
variations, each day during Cont94 is analyzed independently; 
the agreement of the series across the daily boundaries serves 
as some indication of the goodness of the estimation. 

UT1 Variation: An Update 

First, we shall update the major results of CRE95 with 
respect to the diurnal/semidiurnal tidal UT1 variations with 

Table 3. Oceanic Tidal Angular Momentum in All Three Components Broken down to the Mass (or Height) and Motion 
(or Curren0 Terms According to Model C 

Diurnal Tides Semidiurnal Tides 

X 

Q1 Ol P1 K1 N2 M2 S2 K2 

Height 

Current 

Y 

1.1,342 ø 4.4, 334 ø 1.4, 316 ø 4.5,312 ø 1.4, 349 ø 5.3, 12 ø 1.4, 50 ø 0.3, 53 ø 

0.8,305 ø 3.4,311 ø 1.5,293 ø 5.1,291 ø 1.5,247 ø 10.7,257 ø 5.8,293 ø 1.5,300 ø 

Height 

Current 

z 

2.5, 218 o 11.3,222 ø 4.3,222 ø 13.5,222 ø 0.4, 260 ø 4.3,307 ø 3.3, 5 o 0.9, 2 ø 

0.8, 209 ø 4.6, 207 ø 2.4, 192 ø 7.8, 188 ø 2.8, 160 ø 18.5, 167 ø 10.4, 199 ø 2.7, 199 ø 

Height 0.8, 136 o 2.3, 159 o 0.4, 0 ø 1.5, 26 o 

Current 1.3, 106 ø 5.8, 119 ø 2.3, 125 ø 7.6, 125 ø 

Amplitudes in 1024 kg m 2 s'l; Greenwich phase lags in degrees. 

0.8, 69 o 6.3, 82 o 2.8, 127 o 0.9, 126 o 

3.0, 326 ø 15.1,318 ø 7.3,344 ø 2.0, 336 ø 
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Table 4. Oceanic Tidal Angular Momentum for M•. According to Model C 

Mass Terms (Tidal HeighO 

x y 

Global (minus Arctic Ocean) 5.76, 12.3 o 4.23,306.4 ø 

No shallows (cutoff is 200 m) 5.36• 18.3 o 3.43• 305.4 ø 
Amplitudes in 1024 kg m 2 s'l; Greenwich phase lags in degrees. 

Motion Terms (Tidal Curten0 

x y 

10.36, 257.7 ø 18.31,165.3 

10.39• 257.7 ø 18.31, 165.3 

further findings within the present context. For comparison, two 
pre-T/P tide models will also be listed but without much 
discussion. One is based on the empirically constrained model 
of Schwiderski [1980]; its currents were calculated by 
Cartwright et al. [1992] (see also Ray et al. [1994a]) in the 
same manner as for models A and B. The other is the 

theoretical model by Brosche et al. [1989] followed by Seiler 
[1991], whose values were later reinterpreted by Gross [ 1993]. 

Table 5 augments Table 1 of CRE95 with two (yet 
unpublished) independent sets of estimates for UT1 excitation 
obtained from long-term SLR: that by R. J. Eanes (updated 
from Watkins and Eanes [1994], see above), and by Padis 
[1994]. The VLBI estimates according to Gipson [1996] also 
represents an improved set of values over those quoted in 

CRE95 based on work by Gipson et al. [1993], in that many 
more small tidal terms are included in the data reduction using 
the response method, and the nodal modulation is allowed for 
in 01, K1, M2 and K 2. 

Figure 1 examines the VLBI and SLR estimates of UT1 
compared with T/P tide model predictions for the best 
determined tide M 2. It tells a more complicated story than 
presented in Figure 2 of CRE95. The latter, which is identical 
to Figure 1 here but without the two SLR estimates, showed 
that the M 2 spin libration [Chao et al., 1991] can largely 
explain the departure of tide model predictions from VLBI 
estimates. However, now with the two SLR estimates lying on 
the other side of the model predictions, the discrepancies 
between tidal predictions and SLR estimates obviously cannot 

Table 5. The UT1 Amplitudes and Greenwich Phase Lags for the Eight Diurnal and Semidiurnal Tides in Table 1 

Diurnal Tides Semidiurnal Tides 

Q1 O1 P1 K1 N 2 M 2 S• 
Observations 

VLBI 

K 

Sovers et al. 6.6, 37 ø 21.4, 39 ø 7.2, 27 ø 15.5, 13 ø 3.0, 221 ø 18.2, 235 ø 5.2, 266 ø 2.8, 251 ø 

Herring/Dong 5.3, 36 ø 23.6, 47 ø 7.1, 34 ø 18.9, 20 ø 3.2, 240 ø 17.9, 233 ø 8.6, 269 ø 3.8, 282 ø 

Gipson 5.6, 31 o 22.2, 37 ø 5.8, 25 ø 18.6, 29 ø 3.7, 239 ø 18.6, 236 o 8.0, 264 ø 2.9, 283 o 

SLR 

Eanes 7.0, 29 ø 22.6, 400 5.8, 28 ø 18.2, 24 ø 3.5,247 ø 17.0, 251 o 9.6, 281 o 2.7, 283 ø 

Pavlis 5.0, 23 ø 25.2, 52 ø 6.6, 250 22.7, 36 ø 4.6, 234 ø 18.8, 261 o 4.2, 240 ø 3.3,225 ø 

Predictions 

Brosche/Seiler* -- 35.2, 22 ø 7.1, 59 ø 18.7, 52 ø 7.5,231 o 35.3, 230 ø 18.1,260 ø -- 

Schwiderski** 4.3, 18 ø 20.4, 36 ø 5.9, 19 ø 21.2, 27 ø 3.6, 240 ø 18.7, 244 ø 7.7, 256 ø 1.9, 260 ø 

TOPEX/Poseid 

ModelA -- 20.5, 29 ø -- 22.3,250 -- 19.4, 244 ø 7.7, 262 ø 

Model B 4.8, 32 ø 23.2, 39 ø 8.3, 39 ø 24.2, 38 ø 3.8, 250 ø 17.6, 25 1 o 7.7, 261 o 

Model C 5.6, 26o 20.1, 37 ø 5.9, 29 ø 19.7, 26 o 4.1,248 ø 17.7, 246 o 7.6, 267 ø 
, • , 

Amplitudes in micro-seconds (Its); phase lags in degrees (see text for phase convention). The observations include those derived from 
long-term VI_BI measurements and those from SLR. References: Sovers et al. [ 1993]; Herring and Dong [ 1994]; Gipson[1996]; Eanes 
[personal communication, 1996]; Padis [1994]; Brosche et al. [1989], Seller [1991];.Schwiderski [1980]. The TOPEX/Poseidon 
predictions are computed according to T/P ocean tide models; model A from Schratna and Ray [1994], model B from Ray eta/. [1994b], 
and model C from Egbert et al. [ 1994]. 

*As reinterpreted by Gross [ 1993]. 
**Tidal currents computed by Cartwright et al. [ 1992]. 

2.1,260 ø 

2.0, 259 ø 
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Table 6. Same as Table 5, but for the Prograde Polar Motion 

Q1 

Diurnal Tides 

O 1 

Semidiurnal Tides 

VLBI 

Sovers et al. 

Herring & Dong 

Gipson 

SLR 

49, 54 ø 

35, 72 ø 

33, 81 ø 

132, 54 ø 

199, 63 ø 

148, 74 ø 

Fanes 31, 81 ø 121, 71 o 

Observations 

69, 92 ø 134, 51ø 23, 125 ø 22, 57 ø 21, 73 ø 32, 160 ø 

60, 54 ø 152, 61 o 17, 135 ø 58, 91 o 12, 99 ø 39, 173 ø 

51, 60 ø 166, 63 ø 16, 108 ø 62, 110 ø 14, 89 ø 15, 104 ø 

Brosche/Seiler 

Schwiderski 29, 72 ø 

TOPEX/Poseidon 

Model A 

Model B 22, 82 ø 

Model C 27, 77 ø 

181, 78 ø 

142, 71 ø 

135, 76 o 

114, 67 ø 

142, 70 ø 

Amplitude in micro-arcseconds (gas). 

57, 65 ø 178, 66 ø 24, 144 ø 72, 117 ø 31,110 ø 8.8, 115 ø 

Predictions 

55, 67 ø 172, 68 ø 22, 126 ø 105, 31, 68 ø 

54, 55 ø 179, 58 ø 22, 115 ø 81,104 ø 24, 76 ø 

-- 160, 65 ø -- 72, 111 o 23, 82 ø 

49, 57 ø 150, 57 ø 15, 127 ø 74, 120 ø 28, 86 ø 

56, 63 ø 171, 63 ø 17, 135 ø 75, 116 ø 29, 86 ø 

be explained by spin libration. In fact, the two sets of estimates 
(VLBI and SLR), though agreeing relatively well within 
themselves, disagree by more than two standard deviations. 
•his implies the presence of significant systematic errors in at 
least one set of observations, and possibly both, due possibly to 

6, 80 ø 

7, 90 ø 

7, 96 ø 

inadequate tidal loading corrections at ground station sites. The 
resolution of this matter awaits further research. 

Figure 6a replots the predicted UT1 curve of T/P models B 
and C, superimposed on the hourly Cont94 data from the 
NASA R&D network as in Figure 1 of CRE95, except that 

Table 7. Same as Table 6, but for 'the Retrograde Polar Motion 

Diurnal Tides 

Q1 Ol P1 K1 

Observations 

VLBI* 

Sovers et al. 

Herring & Dong 

Gipson 

SLR* 

Fanes 

Predictions 

Brosche/Seiler 

Schwiderski 39, 304 ø 

TOPEX/Poseidon 

83, 201 ø 881,153 ø 8865, 148 ø 

142, 305 ø 804, 139 ø 9400, 135 ø 

Model A -- 167, 305 o _ 9510, 129 o 

Model B 68, 321 o 200, 314 ø 838, 138 ø 9700, 135 ø 

Model C 45, 307 ø 132, 297 ø 797, 136 ø 9670, 133 ø 

*The observed retrograde diurnal values are absent for the reasons given in the text. 

Semidiurnal Tides 

37, 267 ø 265, 273 ø 174, 303 ø 62, 286 ø 

48, 282 ø 265, 272 ø 120, 304 ø 31,328 ø 

46, 269 ø 257, 272 ø 128, 303 ø 18, 346 ø 

28, 253 ø 253, 267 ø 124, 297 ø 33, 301 o 

40, 249 ø 303, 240 ø 232, 287 ø 

35, 267 ø 251,278 ø 135,303 ø 

46, 267 ø 

45, 269 ø 

245, 271ø 121,298 ø 

262, 274 ø 140, 303 ø 

263, 271ø 131,298 ø 

38, 306ø 

40, 301 o 

34, 301 o 
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Figure 1. The phasor diagram for UT1 variation at the M 2 
period: Three VLBI- and two SLR-observed values (with 
formal error circles), and four tide-model predictions (three T/P 
models, as well as the Schwiderski model which will not be 
shown in Figures 2-5) are given according to Table 5. The 
corresponding contribution of the Earth spin libration is also 
plotted. 
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Figure 2. The phasor diagram for the retrograde M 2 polar 
motion according to Table 7: Three VLBI- and one SLR- 
observed values are given as thin lines properly labeled. The 
three T/P tide model predictions are shown as the heavy 
arrows. Consult Table 7 for individual identifications. 

here the Cont94 data are preprocessed in a procedure 
somewhat improved from those in CRE95, and the NEOS 
network data used in CRE95 in extending the series and filling 
the 1-day gap are not included here. The processing adopted 
here gives slightly better agreement with the tidal models than 
presented in CRE95. 

Polar Motion: "Long-Term" Comparison 

Tables 6 and 7 list the prograde and retrograde polar motion, 
respectively, for the eight diurnal/semidiurnal tide constituents. 
Figures 2-5 plot the phasor diagrams for some of the better 
determined tides with polar motion amplitudes exceeding 100 
micro-arcseconds (Bas), or about 3 mm in pole position. On 
each diagram, three T/P tide model predictions (the heavy 
arrows, consult Tables 6 and 7 for individual identification), 
three VLBI estimates, and one SLR estimate are shown (and so 
labeled). The separation between estimates indicates the 
uncertainties associated with each type of estimate. 

Several facts are noted as follows: • 

1. The large amplitudes in the model-predicted retrograde 
diurnal components due to FCN resonance are listed here only 
for reference. As discussed earlier, no direct observations for 
them are available. The largest amplitudes depend sensitively 
on the actual FCN period and Q. 

2. In general, the three T/P tide models agree well in their 
polar motion predictions, typically within 5-10 •tas in 
an•litude and 10 ø in phase. This is consistent with findings in 
CRE95 for UT1. 

3. The agreement between T/P fide-model predictions and 
observations is generally fairly good, especially for tides with 
relatively large amplitude. The best determined component is 
retrograde M2; the agreement is within several percent, Or 
typically 10 I. tas. The next largest component, prograde K•, also 
sees agreement within about 15%, or some 20 I.tas. Overall, the 
best agreement is found between VLBI estimates by Gipson 
[1996] and T/P model C predictions. 

4. The agreement is poorer for smaller tides. This is also true 
among the VLBI estimates; Sovers et al. [1993] differ with 
Others for the prograde M 2 and retrograde K 2 by up to a factor 
of 3, and less severely for the retrograde S 2 and prograde K•. 
The reason may be related to the internal inconsistency among 
Sovers et al.'s estimates for these fides obtained from different 
VLBI networks. 

5. There are often systematic differences between VLBI and 
SLR estimates. The most notable case is the prograde K 2, 
where two of the three VLBI estimates have anomalously large 
amplitudes (judging from the small tidal potential for this fide 
in Table 1) and diverse phases. Gipson's [1996] VLBI 
estimate for this tide is much less anomalous, while the SLR 
estimate agrees much better with model predictions. 

6. The Schwiderski model (with Cartwright et al. [ 1992] 
currents) agrees well with the T/P models in their polar motion 
predictions, whereas the Brosche/Seiler model often predicts a 
much larger effect. This is also found to be the case for UT1 by 
Ray et al. [1994a]. The accuracy of Schwiderski model is 
somewhat surprising, given that the T/P elevation models are 
significantly more accurate (Shum et al., submitted manuscript, 
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Figure 3. San• as Figure 2 but for retrograde S 2 polar motion. 

1996). The reason for this presumably lies in certain fortuitous 
cancellation of the errors when the model is integrated to form 
the Earth rotation parameters. 

Polar Motion: "Intensive" Comparison 

Figures 6b and 6c present the hourly data of the x and y 
components of polar motion during Cont94 intensive campaign. 
Superimposed on them are the predicted curves of T/P models 
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 but for prograde K 1 polar motion 
according to Table 6. The corresponding contribution of the 
Earth polar libration is also plotted. Consult Table 6 for 
individual identifications. 
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Figure 5. San• as Figure 4 but for prograde O1 polar motion. 

B and C (model A is not plotted because it has fewer tide 
constituents). 

The match between model predictions and observations is 
apparently quite good, although not as good as the top panel for 
UT1. This match can be quantified as follows. The total 
variance of the Cont94 polar motion series (in its complex 
form) is found to be 215 in 'units of 103 Ilas 2, while the noise 
variance given the formal error [Gipson et al., 1994] is about 
26. As expected, we find the total variance greatly reduced, to 
! !0, after subtraction of the tides (them•e!ves of variance 122 
according to model C). Therefore, assuming uncorrelated noise, 
approximately 1-(110-26)/(215-26) or nearly 60% of the 
subdaily polar motion power can be explained by the eight tides 
(compared to the corresponding -90% for UT1). This on one 
hand establishes the dominant role of fides in exciting subdaily 
polar motion, and on the other hand indicates the existence of 
important nontidal contributions. Besides observational noises 
and modeling errors, the majority of the discrepancies seen in 
Figure 6 can presumably be attributed to the following effects 
not considered in the ocean tide models: (1) the presence of 
other geophysical sources such as subdaily atmospheric and 
oceanic angular momentum variations, daily and half-daily 
atmospheric thermal "fides," Earth librations (see below), and 
possibly earthquaY; (2) contributions from the response of the 
internal inhomogeneities of the solid Earth to diurnal and 
semidiurnal tidal forcing; (3) the neglect of smaller tides in the 
tide models presented here [cf. Seiler and Wlinsch, 1995]. 
Closer examination of Figure 6 shows that the tide models 
almost always underpredict the diurnal and especially the 
semidiurnal peaks. This is true for both UT1 (see CRE95) and 
polar motion. Similar phenomenon is found with respect to 
Cont95 data as well [Gipson et al., 1996]. The initial study by 
Ma et al. [1995] has indicated the importance of the 
atmospheric angular momentum and thermal tides; but, clearly, 
more comprehensive investigations will be needed. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Earth rotation variations during Cont94 Campaign. The hourly observations with 
standard errors are those made by VLBI (the NASA R&D network); the solid lines are predictions according 
to T/P tide Models B and C (see text). (a) UT1 variation in units of Its; (b) x and (c) y components of the polar 
motion (in units of Bas) without the retrograde diurnal components. 

Polar Libration 

Besides the semidiurnal spin librations (discussed above), 
the luni-solar tidal torques exerted on Earth's equatorial 
ellipticity give rise to diurnal polar librations in the prograde 
direction [Chao et al., 1991]. The observed polar motion 
should contain the tide-generated polar motion and the polar 
librations, the largest amplitude of which (for K1) is probably 
no more than 15 gas depending on the interior properties of the 
Earth. Thus, if sufficiently accurate, the observed and tide- 
generated polar motion can be differenced to reveal the 
libration contribution. One hopes that this will lead to useful 
constraints on Earth's interior properties, particularly the 
equatorial ellipticity of the core-mantle boundary [Chao et al., 
1991; Herring and Dong, 1994; CRE95]. 

According to formulae given by Chao et al. [ 1991 ] under the 
present phase convention, the predicted polar libration is (14.6 
gas, 150 ø) for K 1 and (11.3 gas, 150 ø) for O t as plotted in 
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Unfortunately, the departures 
within estimates from each technique, and hence the estimation 
uncertainties, are generally larger than the libration. Thus, 
similarly for UT1, the present measurement and modeling 

accuracies are inadequate for the libration to "close" the budget 
even for the largest tidal polar motions. 

Summary 

The oceanic tidal angular momentum (OTAM), consisting of 
the mass and motion terms, excites Earth rotation variation at 
all tidal periods. CRE95 established that the axial component 
of OTAM is responsible for as much as 90% of the subdaily 
(primarily diurnal and semidiurnal) power of the UT1 variation. 
Here updated examples are presented in Figures 1 and 6a. The 
main purpose of the present paper, however, is to study the 
equatorial components of OTAM and their corresponding 
effects on the polar motion. 

The equatorial components of OTAM for eight major 
diurnal/semidiurnal fides (Q1, O1, P1, K1, N2,342, S2, K2) are 
computed according to three ocean tide models derived from 
TOPEX/Poseidon satellite altimetry. Agreeing well among 
themselves, these predictions are then compared with geodetic 
measurements of polar motion made by VLBI and SLR long- 
term observations as well as VLBI intensive measurements 

during the Cont94 campaign. The prograde diurnal and 
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prograde and retrograde semidiurnal polar motions are treated; 
the retrograde diurnal polar motion is not treated because it 
cannot be observed directly and independently of the nutations 
by geodetic means. 

The comparison shows generally good agreement, with 
discrepancies typically within 10-30 Bas for the largest tides 
and progressively poorer for smaller tides. Examples are given 
in Figures 2-5. Overall, the best agreement is found between 
VLBI estimates by Gipson [1996] and tide model predictions 
according to T/P model of Egbert et al. [ 1994]. During the 2 
weeks of Cont94, the eight tides collectively explain nearly 
60% of the total variance in sub-daily polar motion, as shown 
in Figures 6b and 6c. This on one hand establishes the 
dominant role of OTAM in exciting the diurnal/semidiurnal 
polar motion and on the other hand paves the way for detailed 
studies of nontidal polar motion. The excitation sources for the 
latter include subdaily atmospheric and oceanic angular 
momentum variations, the daily and half-daily atmospheric 
thermal "tides", Earth librations, earthquakes, and the response 
of the internal inhomogeneities of the solid Earth to 
diurnal/semidiurnal tidal forcing. A full, quantitative resolution 
awaits further data and investigations. 
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